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PREFACE



With the respect and pleasure, I have privilege to submit my report to C.K. Shah Vijapurwala Institute Of Management. As a student of MBA, I got an opportunity to understand on training. The training title is “Credit Appraisal for Loan”. I successfully completed my training report within the specific time. It was really a thrilling experience for me with the chartered accountants of the firm and to interact with different members, employees of the organization. It was an experience of enjoyment through hard work and dedication. This training provide as an opportunity to know the current market situation, prevailing competitions, behavioral environment of different people.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



Theory and practice are two eyes of the management education. Management education without practical training at a firm remains incomplete. Theory the training prescribed by the C.K. Shah Vijapurwala Institute of Management student have various objectives like helping the student to acquire knowledge, give an opportunity to know the difference between theory and practice, enable the student to interact with experienced and knowledgeable persons of business world. As a student of MBA, I got an opportunity to undergo on training. The Project title is “Credit Appraisal for Loans”. I successfully completed my training report within the specified time. It was really a thrilling experience for me with the senior officials of the firm and to interact with different members, employees of the firm. It was an experience of enjoyment through hard work and dedication. Through this finding of this report, I hope that the industry in India as well as outside the country will benefit.
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PART – I GENERAL INFORMATION
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INTRODUCTION



The institute of chartered accountants of India is the national professional accounting body of India. It was establish on 1st July 1946 before 66 years as a body corporate under the chartered accountant act 1949 enacted by the parliament to regulate the profession of chartered accountancy in India. ICAI is the second largest professional accounting & finance body in the world in terms of membership, after American institute of certified public accountants. Members of the institute are known as chartered accountants. Objective:  Regulate the auditing & financial accounting profession in India. Headquarters:  ICAI Bhawan post box no. 7100 indraprastha marg, new Delhi 110002 India.



President:  C.A. M.Devaraja Reddy Vice President:  C.A. Nilesh Vikamsey Regional Offices:     



New Delhi Mumbai Kolkata Chennai Kanpur



Branches:  146 Indian branches & 26 overseas chapters Website:  www.ICAI.org
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INTRODUCTION OF THE BANKING SECTOR . HISTORY OF BANKING INDUSTRY:



The Reserve Bank of India as the central bank of the country, closely munities developments in the whole financial sector. The banking sector is dominated by scheduled Commercial Banks (SBCs). As at end-march 2002, there were 296 commercial banks operating in India. This included 27 public sector banks (PSBs), 31 Private, 42 Foreign and 196 Regional Rural Banks. Also, there were 67 scheduled co-operative banks consisting of 51 scheduled urban co-operative banks and 16 scheduled state co-operative banks. Scheduled commercial banks touched, on the deposit front, a growth of 14% as against 18% registered in the previous year. And on advances, the growth was 14.5% against 17.3% of the earlier year. State Bank of India is still the largest bank in India with the market share of 20% ICICI and its two subsidiaries merged with ICICI Banks, leading creating the second largest bank in India with a balance sheet size of Rs. 1040bn. Higher provisioning norms, tighter asset classification norms, dispensing with the concept of ‘past due’ for recognition of NPAs, lowering of ceiling on exposure to a single borrower and group exposure etc., are among the measures in order to improve the banking sector. Retail banking is the new mantra in the banking sector. The home loans alone account for nearly two-third of the total retail portfolio of the bank. According to one estimate, the retail segment is expected to grow at 30-40% in the coming years. With a view to provide an institutional mechanism for sharing of information on borrowers/potential borrowers by banks and financial institutions, the credit information bureau (India) Ltd. (CIBIL) was set up in August 2000. The bureau provides a framework for collecting, processing and sharing credit information on borrowers of credit institutions. SBI and HDFC are the promoters of CIBIL. The RBI is now planning to transfer of its stakes in the SBI, NHB and National bank for agriculture and rural development to the private players. Also, the Government has sought to lower its holding in PSBs to a minimum of 33% of total capital by allowing them to raise capital from market.
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REFORMS IN THE BANKING SECTOR:



The first phase of financial reforms resulted in the nationalization of 14 major banks in 1969 and resulted in a shift from class banking to mass banking. This in turn resulted in a significant growth in the geographical coverage of banks. Every bank has to earmark a minimum percentage of their loan portfolio to sectors identified as “priority sector”. The manufacturing sector also grew during the 1970s in protected environs and the banking sector was a critical source. The next wave of reforms saw the nationalization of 6 more commercial banks in1980. Since then the number scheduled commercial banks increased four-fold and the number of banks branches increased eight-fold.



After the second phase of financial sector reforms and liberalization of the sector in the early nineties, the public sector banks (PSB) s found it extremely difficult to complete with the new private sector banks and foreign banks. The new private sector banks first made their appearance after the guidelines permitting them were issued in January 1993. Eight new private sector banks are presently in operation. These banks due to their late start have access to state-of-the-art technology, which in turn helps them to save on manpower costs and provide better services.



CLASSIFICATION OF BANKS:



The Indian banking industry, which is governed by the Banking Regulation Act of India, 1949 can be broadly classified into two major categories, non-scheduled banks and scheduled banks. Scheduled banks comprise commercial banks and the co-operative banks. In terms of ownership, commercial banks can be further grouped into nationalized banks, the State Bank of India and its group banks, regional rural banks and private sector banks (the old/new domestic and foreign). These banks have over 67,000 branches spread across the country.



The Indian banking industry is a mix of the public sector, private sector and foreign banks. The private sector banks are again spilt into old banks and new banks.
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Banking System in India
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PROFILE OF THE FIRM



INTRODUCTION: MAHAJAN AND AMAR DOSHI (chartered accountants) was established on 05-041995 with two partners Mr. V.A. Mahajan & Mr. Amar Doshi. Place of business of the firm is at 302 professional plaza, 17, Punit Nagar, Old Padra Road, Vadodara 390015. ABOUT THE PARTNERS: Late Shree V.A Mahajan:He was partner in this firm and practicing since 1967. He is one of the esteemed Chartered Accountants in Vadodara. Initially he was a partner in Mahajan sant & Co. and letter on proprietor of Mahajan & Co. He was partner in Mahajan & Amar Doshi since 1995. He passed away in March 2012. Amar Doshi:He is practicing since 1993 under the name of Amar Doshi & Associates. He is now partner of M/s. Mahajan & Amar Doshi since 1995. EXPERIENCE:Mr. Amar Doshi has gained experience in following areas.  Statutory audits of Pvt. & public Ltd. Companies.  Branch audit of banks.  Tax audits & Audit of individuals & firms.  Audit & Taxation of Trust.  FERA Related matters  Formation and management of a company.  Investigation in companies for frauds done by directors  Project appraisals & subsequent preparation of project reports.  Tax Consultancy.  Internal audits and internal control procedures, installation & implementation.  Payroll management of corporate.  Stock and debtors audit  Consultancy to various bank such as ICICI, CITI bank, IDBI Home finance, HSBC, IDBI Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Kotak Mahindra Primus, Axis Bank, HDFC, Union bank of India, Citibank, SCB, Tata Capital, Tata home finance, Reliance home finance, India bulls, Indiainfoline, Religare, HDB, First blue home finance in the field of credit monitoring and appraisal of their customers.
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Gautam Shah: He is practicing since 2003 under the name of G.K. Shah & Associates. He is now partner of M/s. Mahajan & Amar Doshi. EXPERIENCE:Mr. Gautam Shah has gained experience in following areas.  Statutory audits of Pvt. & public Ltd. Companies.  Branch audit of banks  Tax audits & Audit of individuals & firms.  Audit & taxation of trust.  Payroll management of corporate  Formation and management of a company.  Tax consultancy.  Internal audits and internal control procedures, installation & implementation.  Payroll management  Stock audit and Debtors audit About The Firm: Main office: MAHAJAN & AMAR DOSHI 302, PROFESSIONAL PLAZA, 17-PUNIT NAGR, OLD PADRA ROAD VADODARA390015. Tele: 6635000, 2340159 Fax: +91-265-6635029 E-Mail: [email protected] They also have an office besides above office at the following address: 1] 4 Yogi Ashish, 18, punit nagar. 2] 202, 203, 303, 401 and 402 Professional plaza. INFRASTRUCTURE:  PCs: Vadodara: 15(fifteen)  Total office space available: Vadodara: 5000 sq. ft  Total Employees: Vadodara: 03 managers, 06 back office staff & 08 Field staff. Bank Account:  Corporation Bank, Akota branch, Vadodara
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Activities Undertaken: Over and above the traditional works as undertaken by a chartered accountant described in the partners experience part-the firm also does following work.  Income estimation under LIP programmers for Tata Home Finance, India bulls, Religare, HDFC LAP, HDB, Indiainfoline, Cholamandalam  ITR/RC, LIC receipts and form 16 verification for STANDARD CHARTERED BANK. (Credit cards, home loans)  ITR/RC/form 16 and field verification for HSBC for all products at Vadodara.  ITR/RC/form 16 and field verification for AXIS bank for personal loans and home loans at Vadodara.  ITR/Bank statement/ passbook products(except credit cards)



verification



for



ICICI



bank



for



all



 Field verification for ICICI, CITI bank, IDBI home finance, HSBC, IDBI bank, Kotak Mahindra bank, HDFC, union bank of India, SCB, Tata capital, Tata home finance, reliance home finance, India bulls.  PDs for HDFC LAP, Citi bank, Tata capital home finance, HDB



PAST EXPERIENCE: AV/CV for central Gujarat for Airtel for post paid connections from 2005 to 2008 AV/CV for central Gujarat for Idea for post paid connections for 2009 Verification for 3W, CV loans for Cholamandalam for central Gujarat Audit of franchises of Cholamandalam for central Gujarat Stock audit empanelled for HDFC bank Ltd. Stock audit of reliance fresh retail store of Vadodara, Anand and Nadiad. Bulk scrutiny, Trade call back, current account documentation audit and isign verification of Citibank N.A. Vadodara Property documentation audit of disbursed home loans, Citibank N.A. Vadodara.
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CLIENT OF THE FIRM: Tata Capital Housing Finance Limited



Tata capital housing finance ltd. Is wholly owned subsidiary of Tata capital ltd. and registered with the national housing bank as a housing finance company, offering long term funds for housing purposes. TCHFL’s wide product range includes loans for purchase and construction of a residential unit. Purchase of land, home improvement loans, home extension loans, and project finance loans to developers etc. Tata capital limited is a subsidiary of Tata sons limited. The company is registered with the Reserve bank of India as a systemically important non deposit accepting core Investment Company and offers through itself and its subsidiaries fund and feebased financial services to its customers. As a trusted, customer-centric and one-stop financial services provider, Tata capital, through itself and its subsidiaries, caters to the diverse needs of retails, corporate and institutional customers across various areas of business- commercial finance, investment banking, private equity, infrastructure finance, securities, wealth management, consumer loans, loan against property, cards and travel-related services. The Tata capital group has a wide network of over 100 branches, covering more than 70 locations in India.
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HDFC BANK



Every bank aims to have a minimum turnaround time in order to obtain maximum customer satisfaction and to process more number of files. The end to end process was studied to get the entire picture of the workflow there. At HDFC, we tried to analyze the reasons for rework by both sales and credit department so as to reduce the TAT in the credit system under loan against property (LAP). HDFC loan policy contains various norms for sanction of different types of loans. LAP has a definite set of policies which was studied to understand the process better and find out the reasons for TAT delay. The sales and credit process was independently studied. Research design was analytical in nature.
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ICICI BANK



ICICI bank has a strong framework for the appraisal and execution of project finance transactions. ICICI bank believes that this framework creates optimal risk identification, allocation and mitigation, and helps minimize residual risk. The project finance approval process begins with a detailed evaluation of technical, commercial, financial, marketing and management factors and sponsor’s financial strength and experience. Once this review is completed, an appraisal memorandum is prepared for credit approval purposes. As part of the appraisal process, a risk matrix is generated, which identifies each of the project risks, mitigating factors and residual risk associated with the project. The appraisal memorandum analyzes the risk matrix and establishes the viability of the project. After credit approval, letter of intent is issued to the borrower, which outlines the principal financial terms of the proposed facility, sponsor obligations, conditions precedent to disbursement, undertakings from and covenants on the borrower. After completion of all formalities by the borrower, a loan agreement is entered into with the borrower.
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UBI BANK



The bank has set up saral centres at its various regional offices, where all activities are attended under single window concept in liaison with the concerned branch with a view to quicken the decision making process, for proposals above branch heads delegation, processing is done at sarals, wherever they are operational. In case of specific Industries/seasonal Industries such as software Development, Construction Industry, film industry, sugar, fertilizers etc. Assessment of Working Capital including short term loans can be made based on cash budget method. In such cases apart from projected profitability, liquidity, gearing & fund flows; projected cash flows are accounted for to compute Working Capital Finance. Term Loans are appraised based on viability of projects after judging Debt Repayment Capacity, Break Even Capacity, Internal Rate of Return, Debt Equity Ratio and Fixed Assets Coverage Ratio etc.
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CORPORATION BANK



Corporation Bank is one of the oldest Banking Institutions in the Dakshina Kannadadistrict of Karnataka and one of the oldest banks in India. The steps which are followed by bank in appraisal of a project are as follows.  The borrower (promoter) approaches the bank with his project report and gives a written request to bank to appraise the project.  Bank quotes a fee for the appraisal (usually 0.25% of the total cost of the project).  Along with it bank also gives a questionnaire to borrower. Questionnaire will cover all financial, economical and technical factors of the project.  If the borrower agreed over fee charges, term and condition of the payment of fees as it is indicated by bank along with the reply of questionnaire, then the bank has to study the report that is submitted by the borrower.  The appraising staff should visit the project site to make physical verification.
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CENT BANK HOUSING FINANCE LIMITED



Cent Bank Home Finance Limited is a registered housing finance company with National Housing Bank. It was incorporated in the name of “Apna Ghar Vitta Nigam Ltd.” And subsequently its name was changed to “Cent Bank Home Finance Ltd.” it commenced operation on 18th June 1991. CBHFL is as subsidiary of Central Bank of India. The other share holders are- Housing & Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO), Unit Trust of India (UTI), and National Housing Bank (NHB). The CRISIL credit rating of CBHFL Fixed Deposits Programmed is FA/ Stable.
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KOTAK BANK LIMITED



The Group manages its capital position to maintain strong capital ratios well in excess of regulatory and Board Approved minimum capital adequacy at all times. The strong Tier I capital position of the Group is a source of competitive advantage and provides assurance to regulators, credit rating agencies, depositors and shareholders. A Credit appraisal analyzing the credit risk, financial status of borrower, industry risk, etc. is prepared and reference checks, bureau data and NCIF checks are completed as part of the credit appraisal process.
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RELIGARE FINANCE LIMITED



Religare finvest limited a subsidiary of Religare enterprises limited is a small and medium enterprise financing focused NBFC. With a wide network of branches and ISO certification 9001:2008, RFL is committed to providing debt capital to power the growth of the SME’s. RFL understands that each financial need is unique and offers customized solutions to empower the customer to prosper. Religare housing development Finance Corporation limited is a housing finance company registered with the national housing bank. It offers home-purchase, home construction and home improvement loans to the low-income segment, primarily persons engaged in the informal sector, across urban and semi-urban India. Through a service strongly differentiated on ‘trust’ and ‘convenience’ supported by a distinct and robust understanding framework.
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BAJAJ FINANCE LIMITED



Bajaj Finance Ltd. is one of the most diversified NBFCs in India. The Auto Finance division, Bajaj Auto Finance, has operated for over 25 years, and has served more than 30 lakh customers across India. They offer customer loans for the purchase of Pulsar, Avenger, Discover, Patina, KTM and Ninja motorcycles, and Bajaj RE three wheelers. Bajaj Finance has modern infrastructure facilities with state-of-art technology which includes automated cheque handling facilities, and computerized loan accounting with on-line customer data to handle customer transactions and requests efficiently. They are proud to offer the quickest loan authorization to customers at Bajaj and KTM showrooms and Bajaj authorized service stations across India.
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IDBI BANK



Every potential borrower will have to go through various stages of the Credit Appraisal process of the Bank which will take several stages like preliminary Personal Interview, Site Inspection, Technical Feasibility Analysis, Financial Analysis and compliance to regulatory prescriptions etc. The purpose of this report is to understand the Credit Appraisal of Agriculture loans in IDBI Bank. The Bank goes through varying depths of the aspects mentioned above based on the size of the exposure and ensures conformity to the parameters laid down for this purpose. Banks being trustees of amounts placed with them by the depositors and legally accountable to repay the same with interest, irrespective of whether these amounts are repaid by the borrowers to whom these are on lent, Due to economic crisis in the current scenario most of the Banks go for a conservative need to adopt a proven system of sanctioning the loan, adopting disbursal procedures to ensure proper endues of the monies including the Promoter’s Contributions and follow up recovery from the surplus generated from the activities funded. Every Bank follows its own method of Credit Appraisal, but the procedures and practices will be common for all the Banks. Source of information collected for a better understanding of the Credit Appraisal process is provided by the Bank as well as the observations made there on. The entire process consists of sequential steps that involve a comprehensive financial analysis and setting of certain guidelines to be met by the borrowers which is formulated by RBI to all the Banks. This report will helps in finding out the procedure of Credit Appraisal, Risk analysis and decision making involved in dispensation of loan proposals.
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INDIA BULLS FINANCE LTD.



India bulls Securities Ltd. is a Brokerage house, which deals in purchase and sales of financial securities on behalf of the clients. It provides securities broking and advisory services. It also provides depository services, equity research services and IPO distribution to its clients and -offers commodities trading and currency trading. These services are provided both through on-line and off -line distribution channels. I India bulls group is a diversified company which caters services to various sectors like Real Estates, Infrastructure, Power and Securities. The project elaborates the technical tools and chart patterns used to forecast the targets for the intraday and as well as the positions (normally one month to 1 year). There by giving suggestions for the investors to buy or to sell or to hold the stocks.
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OTHER CLIENT



BUSSION AUTO FINANCE INDIA LIMITED



Bussan auto finance ltd is non-banking finance company under sec 45IA of the reserve bank of India act 1934 established with a view to finance Yamaha two wheeler vehicles across India.



VOLKSWAGEN FINANCE PVT. LIMITED



Volkswagen finance private limited incorporated in 2009 and headquartered in Mumbai is jointly owned by Volkswagen financial services AG, Germany, and Volkswagen finance overseas BV, Netherlands.
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CHOLA MANDALAM INVESTMENT & FINANCE CO. LTD



Cholamandalam Investment and Finance Company Limited was incorporated in 1978 as the financial services arm of the murugappa group. Chola commenced business as an equipment financing company and has today emerged as a comprehensive financial services provider offering vehicles finance, home loans, home equity loans, SME loans, investment advisory services, stock broking and a variety of other financial services to customer.



HDB FINANCE SERVICE LTD.



HDB financial service limited, a non-banking financial company, provides financing, collection, and insurance service in India. The company operates through lending business and BPO services segments.
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RELIANCE HOME FINANCE LTD.



Reliance Home Finance Ltd is a part of Reliance Capital Ltd. At Reliance Home Finance, we think of ourselves, not as a “loan company’’ but as a partner in your quest to fulfil your biggest ambition of stepping into your dream home.



NKGSB CO-OPERATION BANK



The North kanara G.S.B. was established in 1917 as a credit society and it was converted in to urban bank in 1993. The oldest co-operative bank in Maharashtra.
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RBL BANK



RBL bank is one of India’s fastest growing scheduled commercial banks. It established in 1943, RBL bank undertook a transformation journey under a new management team in 2010.



SCB – STANDARD CHARTER BANK



Standard chartered bank was formed in 1969 through the merger of two separate banks, the standard bank of British South Africa and the chartered bank of India, Australia and China.
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AD- MANUM FINANCE LTD.



The company originally incorporated on 6 th day of May 1986 with the name of “Agarwal Warehousing & Leasing Limited’’. Thereafter name of the company has been changed from “Agarwal Warehousing Leasing Ltd’’ To “Ad-Manum finance Limited’’ with effect from 25th day of June 1992, which is working as a non-banking finance company registered under RBI.



HINDUJA LEYLAND FINANCE LIMITED



Hinduja Leyland finance Limited, a non-banking finance company, engages in vehicle financing business in India.



Above all banks or financial institute provide loans for all. Different bank have different rules and regulations according to the credit appraisal process. It is decided by bank or any of the vendors which is appointed by the bank.
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PART – II PRIMARY STUDY
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INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY



Outsourcing:



Outsourcing is any task, operation, job or process that could be performed by employees within the company, but is instead contracted to another party for a significant period of time. Outsourcing has been around as long as work specialization has existed. Customized offshore outsourcing solutions have created the need of established business process outsourcing methodologies. BPO is the contracting of a specific business task, such as payroll to another party service provider. BPO is implemented as a cost saving measure. BPO can be defined as the act of giving another party responsibility of performing what would otherwise be an internal system or service. BPO is often divided into two categories. Back office outsourcing which includes internal business functions such as billing or purchasing, and Front office outsourcing which include customer-related services such as marketing or technical support.



KPO (Knowledge Process Outsourcing) involves off shoring of knowledge intensive business processes that require specialized domain expertise, thus delivering high value to organizations by providing business expertise rather than just process expertise. KPO is the allocation of relatively high level tasks to an outside organization or different group within the same organization.



MAHAJAN & AMAR DOSHI Firm provide these two types of services Business process outsourcing and Knowledge process outsourcing for the bank and the other financial institution.
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Brief overview of Loan:



A loan is the act of giving money, property or other material goods to a party in exchange for future repayment of the principal amount along with interest or other finance charges. A loan may be for a specific, one-time amount or can be available as open-ended credit up to a specified ceiling amount.



In finance, a loan is the lending of money from one individual, organization or entity to another individual, organization or entity. A loan is a debt provided by an entity (organization or individual) to another entity at an interest rate, and evidenced by a promissory note which specifies, among other things, the principal amount of money borrowed, the interest rate the lender is charging, and date of repayment. A loan entails the reallocation of the subject asset(s) for a period of time, between the lender and the borrower. In a loan, the borrower initially receives or borrows an amount of money, called the principal, from the lender, and is obligated to pay back or repay an equal amount of money to the lender at a later time. The loan is generally provided at a cost, referred to as interest on the debt, which provides an incentive for the lender to engage in the loan. In a legal loan, each of these obligations and restrictions is enforced by contract, which can also place the borrower under additional restrictions known as loan covenants. Although this article focuses on monetary loans, in practice any material object might be lent. Acting as a provider of loans is one of the principal tasks for financial institutions such as banks and credit card companies. For other institutions, issuing of debt contracts such as bonds is a typical source of funding. The term ‘loan’ refers to the amount borrowed by one person from another. The amount is in the nature of loan and refers to the sum paid to the borrower. Thus. From the view point of borrower, it is ‘borrowing’ and from the view point of bank, it is ‘lending’. Loan may be regarded as ‘credit’ granted where the money is disbursed and its recovery is made on a later date. It is a debt for the borrower. While granting loans, credit is given for a definite purpose and for a predetermined period. Interest is charged on the loan at agreed rate and intervals of payment.
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TYPES OF LOANS:



Secured A secured loan is a loan in which the borrower pledges some asset (e.g. a car or property) as collateral. A mortgage loan is a very common type of loan, used by many individuals to purchase things. In this arrangement, the money is used to purchase the property. The financial institution, however, is given security – a lien on the title to the house – until the mortgage is paid off in full. If the borrower defaults on the loan, the bank would have the legal right to repossess the house and sell it, to recover sums owing to it. In some instances, a loan taken out to purchase a new or used car may be secured by the car; in much the same way as a mortgage is secured by housing. The duration of the loan period is considerably shorter – often corresponding to the useful life of the car. There are two types of auto loans, direct and indirect. A direct auto loan is where a bank gives the loan directly to a consumer. An indirect auto loan is where a car dealership acts as an intermediary between the bank or financial institution and the consumer. Unsecured Unsecured loans are monetary loans that are not secured against the borrower's assets. These may be available from financial institutions under many different guises or marketing packages: credit card debt personal loans bank overdrafts credit facilities or lines of credit corporate bonds (may be secured or unsecured) peer-to-peer lending The interest rates applicable to these different forms may vary depending on the lender and the borrower. These may or may not be regulated by law. In the United Kingdom, when applied to individuals, these may come under the Consumer Credit Act 1974. Interest rates on unsecured loans are nearly always higher than for secured loans, because an unsecured lender's options for recourse against the borrower in the 36



event of default are severely limited. An unsecured lender must sue the borrower, obtain a money judgment for breach of contract, and then pursue execution of the judgment against the borrower's unencumbered assets (that is, the ones not already pledged to secured lenders). In insolvency proceedings, secured lenders traditionally have priority over unsecured lenders when a court divides up the borrower's assets. Thus, a higher interest rate reflects the additional risk that in the event of insolvency, the debt may be uncollectible. Demand Demand loans are short term loans that are typically in that they do not have fixed dates for repayment and carry a floating interest rate which varies according to the prime lending rate. They can be "called" for repayment by the lending institution at any time. Demand loans may be unsecured or secured. Subsidized A subsidized loan is a loan on which the interest is reduced by an explicit or hidden subsidy. In the context of college loans in the United States, it refers to a loan on which no interest is accrued while a student remains enrolled in education. Concessional A concessional loan, sometimes called a "soft loan", is granted on terms substantially more generous than market loans either through below-market interest rates, by grace periods or a combination of both. Such loans may be made by foreign governments to developing countries or may be offered to employees of lending institutions as an employee benefit. Personal Loans can also be subcategorized according to whether the debtor is an individual person (consumer) or a business. Common personal loans include mortgage loans, car loans, home equity lines of credit, credit cards, installment loans and payday loans. The credit score of the borrower is a major component in and underwriting and interest rates (APR) of these loans. The monthly payments of personal loans can be decreased by selecting longer payment terms, but overall interest paid increases as well. For car loans in the U.S., the average term was about 60 months in 2009. Commercial Loans to businesses are similar to the above, but also include commercial mortgages and corporate bonds. Underwriting is not based upon credit score but rather credit rating.
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Personal loan As the name suggests, loans received as personal could be utilized by the recipient for any requirement. For example – marriage, home improvement, travel or any miscellaneous expenses. These days’ credit card companies give you an option to apply for a loan for up to the extent of your credit limit. This is processed online where you can choose your EMI and duration of repayments and a cheque will be delivered to you within 3-4 days, no questions asked. All you need is a credit card. The interest rate is highest for this category of loan.







Home Loans Typically has the lowest rate of interest and is usually taken for a very long duration.







Car Loans These days’ automobile companies have ventured into finance by setting up separate subsidiary companies solely for this purpose. They are able to offer the best interest rates often with zero interest rate schemes. They usually undercut any bank’s finance terms since they are able to eat into their profit margin on the underlying vehicle.







Education loan Just like personal loans, the rate of interest is really high for this category. However the big advantage here is that most banks will give you a grace period before your EMI’s or repayment terms start. The grace period takes into account the duration for which your education lasts i.e. repayment starts once you complete your education and get into job market.







Business loan Again, the interest rate is really high for this category mostly because of the risk involved.
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Personal Loan Eligibility Calculator Eligibility criteria vary across lenders depending on the borrower’s profile and relationship with the bank. General requirements and limits are outlined below:



Minimum limit



age 21 yrs.



Maximum limit



age 60 yrs.



Employment Type



Salaried/Self-employed professionals/non-professionals



Employment Status



Employed/In-business for at least 2 yrs., at least 1 yr. with current Employer/business



Minimum Income Rs.4,000 - Rs.20,000 net income p.m. (varies according to area –usually higher in cities) Maximum Amount



Loan Up to Rs.50 lakhs (Based on income, repayment capacity and existing EMIs)



Credit Score



CIBIL score 350 - 900



Documentation required for a Personal Loan: Application duly signed Photographs Cheque – Processing fee
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Proof Of: Identity- Voter ID/ Passport Copy/ Driving License Address – Passport Copy/ Utility Bill (Electricity, Water) / Rental Agreement/ Ration Card Income ( depending on type of Employment) – Latest salary slip (3 Months / Bank Statement (3-6 months)/ Passbook ( 3-6 months) / current salary Certificate Tax paid – latest Form 16 / Income Tax Return
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Credit appraisal for loan:



Credit appraisal means an investigation/assessment done by bank prior before providing any loans & advances/project finance &also checks the commercial, financial & technical viability of the project proposed its funding pattern & further checks the primary & collateral security cover available for recovery of such funds.



Brief Overview of Credit:



Credit appraisal is a process to ascertain the risks associated with the extension of the credit facility. It is generally carried by the financial institutions which are involved in providing financial funding to its customers. Credit risk is a risk related to non repayment of the credit obtained by the customers of a bank. Thus it is necessary to appraise the creditability of the customers in order to mitigate the credit risk. Proper evaluation of the customers is performed this measures the financial condition and the ability of the customer to repay back the loan in future. Generally the credits facilities are extended against the security know as collateral. But even though the loans are backed by the collateral, banks are normally interested in the actual loan amount to ensure the timely payment of principal and the interest.



It is the process of appraising the credit worthiness of a loan applicant. Factors like age, income, number of dependents, nature of employment, continuity of employment, repayment capacity, previous loans, credit cards, etc. are taken into account while appraising the credit worthiness of a person. Every bank or lending institution has its own panel of officials for this purpose.



However the 3 ‘C’ of credit are crucial & relevant to all borrowers/ lending which must be kept in mind at all times. Character Capacity Collateral If any one of these is missing in the equation then the lending officer must question the viability of credit.
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There is no guarantee to ensure a loan does not run into problems; however if proper credit evaluation techniques and monitoring are implemented then naturally the loan loss probability/ problems will be minimized, which should be the objective of every lending officer.



Credit is the provision of resources (such as granting a loan ) by one party to another party where that second party does not reimburse he first party immediately, thereby generating a debt, and instead arranges either to repay or return those resources (or materials of equal value ) at a later date. The first party is called a creditor, also known as a lender, while the second party is called a debtor, also known as a borrower.



Credit allows you to buy goods or commodities now, and pay for them later. We use credit to buy things with an agreement to repay the loans over a period of time. The most common way to avail credit is by the use of credit cards. Other credit plans include personal loans, home loans, vehicle loans, student loans, small business loans, trade.



A credit is a legal contract where one party receives resources or wealth from another party and promises to repay him on a future date along with interest. In simple terms, a credit is an agreement of postponed payments of goods bought or loan. With the issuance of a credit, a debt is formed. There are four basic types of credit. By understanding how each works, you will be able to get the most for your money and avoid paying unnecessary charges. Service credit Loans Installment credit Credit cards



The credit appraisal is a complete exercise which starts from the time a potential borrower walks into the branch and concludes in credit delivery and monitoring with the objective of certifying and maintaining the quality of lending and managing credit risk. 42



Credit appraisal is the assessment of the viability of proposed long term investments in terms of shareholder wealth and the formal analysis of all project cost and benefits which is used to justify the project proposal. The bank has over the years designed and adopted the best practices code. This in effect represents the bank’s philosophy towards effective corporate governance. A good appraisal justifies spending money on project. A proper consideration of each of the key components of project appraisal is essential.
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CREDIT APPRAISAL PROCESS Receipt of application from applicant



Receipt of documents (Balance sheet, KYC papers, Different govt. registration no., MOA, AOA, and Properties documents)



Pre-sanction visit by bank officers



Check for RBI defaulters list, willful defaulters list, CIBIL data, ECGC caution list, etc.



Title clearance reports of the properties to be obtained from empanelled advocates



Valuation reports of the properties to be obtained from empanelled value/engineers



Preparation of financial data



Proposal preparation



Assessment of proposal



Sanction/approval of proposal by appropriate sanctioning authority



Documentations, agreements, mortgages



Disbursement of loan



Post sanction activities such as receiving stock statements, review of accounts, renew of accounts, etc (On regular basis) 44



First of the entire bank and the financial institute for cost reduction and time saving and reduce the burden of work appointed a vendor as a Business Process Outsourcing and Knowledge Process Outsourcing. Mahajan & Amar Doshi firm work as vendor for bank and the financial institution. The firm receives mail of applicant from financial institution and banks.



Policy and Risk



Sales Credit



Operator



Collection



DSA/DMA



PD- CPV-FCU-Legal-Valuation



Collection agency



KPO
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Credit can be of tow types fund base & non-fund base: FUND BASED includes: Working Capital Term Loan NON-FUND BASED includes: Letter of Credit Bank Guarantee



FUND BASED:WORKING CAPITAL:1. GENERAL The objective of running any industry is earning profits. An industry will require funds to acquire “Fixed assets” like land, building, plant, machinery, equipments, vehicles, tools etc., & also to run the business i.e. its day to day operations. Funds required for day to-day working will be to finance production & sales. For production, funds are needed for purchase of raw materials/ stores/ fuel, for employment of labor, for power charges etc., for storing finishing goods till they are sold out & for financing the sales by way of sundry debtors/ receivables. Capital or funds required for an industry can therefore be bifurcated as fixed capital & working capital. Working capital in this context is the excess of current assets over current liabilities. The excess of current assets over current liabilities is treated as net working capital or liquid surplus & represents that portion of the working capital which has been provided from the long term source.



Working capital is defined as the funds required carrying the required levels of current assets to enable the unit to carry on its operations at the expected levels uninterruptedly.
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TERM LOAN 1. A term loan is granted for a fixed term of not less than 3 years intended normally for financing fixed assets acquired with a repayment schedule normally not exceeding 8 years. 2. A term loan is a loan granted for the purpose of capital assets, such as purchase of land, construction of, buildings, purchase of machinery, modernization, renovation or rationalization of plant, & repayable from out of the future earning of the enterprise, in installments, as per a prearranged schedule. From the above definition, the following differences between a term loan & the working capital credit afforded by the Bank are apparent: The purpose of the term loan is for acquisition of capital assets. The term loan is an advance not repayable on demand but only in installments ranging over a period of years. The repayment of term loan is not out of sale proceeds of the goods & commodities per se, whether given as security or not. The repayment should come out of the future cash accruals from the activity of the unit. The security is not the readily saleable goods & commodities but the fixed assets of the units. 3. It may thus be observed that the scope & operation of the term loans are entirely different from those of the conventional working capital advances. The Bank’s commitment is for a long period & the risk involved is greater. An element of risk is inherent in any type of loan because of the uncertainty of the repayment. Longer the duration of the credit, greater is the attendant uncertainty of repayment & consequently the risk involved also becomes greater. 4. However, it may be observed that term loans are not so lacking in liquidity as they appear to be. These loans are subject to a definite repayment programmed unlike short term loans for working capital (especially the cash credits) which are being renewed year after year. Term loans would be repaid in a regular way from the anticipated income of the industry/ trade.
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5. These distinctive characteristics of term loans distinguish them from the short term credit granted by the banks & it becomes necessary therefore, to adopt a different approach in examining the applications of borrowers for such credit & for appraising such proposals. 6. The repayment of a term loan depends on the future income of the borrowing unit. Hence, the primary task of the bank before granting term loans is to assure itself that the anticipated income from the unit would provide the necessary amount for the repayment of the loan. This will involve a detailed scrutiny of the scheme, its financial aspects, economic aspects, technical aspects, a projection of future trends of outputs & sales & estimates of cost, returns, flow of funds & profits. 7. Appraisal of Term Loans Appraisal of term loan for, say, an industrial unit is a process comprising several steps. There are four broad aspects of appraisal, namely Technical Feasibility - To determine the suitability of the technology selected & the adequacy of the technical investigation & design; Economic Feasibility - To ascertain the extent of profitability of the project & its sufficiency in relation to the repayment obligations pertaining to term assistance; Financial Feasibility - To determine the accuracy of cost estimates, suitability of the envisaged pattern of financing & general soundness of the capital structure; & Managerial Competency – To ascertain that competent men are behind the project to ensure its successful implementation & efficient management after commencement of commercial production.



7.1 Technical Feasibility The examination of this item consists of an assessment of the various requirement of the actual production process. It is in short a study of the availability, costs, quality & accessibility of all the goods & services needed. a) The location of the project is highly relevant to its technical feasibility & hence special attention will have to be paid to this feature. Projects whose technical requirements could have been taken care of in one location 48



sometimes fail because they are established in another place where conditions are less favorable. One project was located near a river to facilitate easy transportation by barge but lower water level in certain seasons made essential transportation almost impossible. Too many projects have become uneconomical because sufficient care has not been taken in the location of the project, e.g. a woolen scouring & spinning mill needed large quantities of good water but was located in a place which lacked ordinary supply of water & the limited water supply available also required efficient softening treatment. The accessibility to the various resources has meaning only with reference to location. Inadequate transport facilities or lack of sufficient power or water for instance, can adversely affect an otherwise sound industrial project. b) Size of the plant – One of the most important considerations affecting the feasibility of a new industrial enterprise is the right size of the plant. The size of the plant will be such that it will give an economic product which will be competitive when compared to the alternative product available in the market. A smaller plant than the optimum size may result in increased production costs & may not be able to sell its products at competitive prices. c) Type of technology – An important feature of the feasibility relates to the type of technology to be adopted for a project. A new technology will have to be fully examined & tired before it is adopted. It is equally important to avoid adopting equipment or processes which are absolute or likely to become outdated soon. The principle underlying the technological selection is that “a developing country cannot afford to be the first to adopt the new nor yet the last to cast the old aside”. d) Labor – The labor requirements of a project need to be assessed with special care. Though labor in terms of unemployed persons is abundant in the country, there is shortage of trained personnel. The quality of labor required & the training facilities made available to the unit will have to be taken into account. e) Technical Report – A technical report using the Bank’s Consultancy Cell, external consultants, etc., should be obtained with specific comments on the feasibility of scheme, its profitability, whether machinery proposed to be acquired by the unit under the scheme will be sufficient for all stages of production, the extent of competition prevailing, marketability of the products etc., wherever necessary.
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7.2 Economic Feasibility An economic feasibility appraisal has reference to the earning capacity of the project. Since earnings depend on the volume of sales, it is necessary to determine how much output or the additional production from an established unit the market is likely to absorb at given prices. a) A thorough market analysis is one of the most essential parts of project investigation. This involves getting answers to three questions. a) How big is the market? b) How much it is likely to grow? c) How much of it can the project capture? The first step in this direction is to consider the current situation, taking account of the total output of the product concerned & the existing demand for it with a view to establishing whether there is unsatisfied demand for the product. Care should be taken to see that there is no idle capacity in the existing industries. ii) Future – possible future changes in the volume & patterns of supply & demand will have to be estimated in order to assess the long term prospects of the industry. Forecasting of demand is a complicated matter but one of the vital importance. It is complicated because a variety of factors affect the demand for product e.g. technological advances could bring substitutes into market while changes in tastes & consumer preference might cause sizable shifts in demand. iii) Intermediate product – The demand for “Intermediate product” will depend upon the demand & supply of the ultimate product (e.g. jute bags, paper for printing, parts for machines, and tires for automobiles). The market analysis in this case should cover the market for the ultimate product. 7.3 Financial Feasibility The basis data required for the financial feasibility appraisal can be broadly grouped under the following heads i) ii) iii)



Cost of the project including working capital Cost of production & estimates of profitability Cash flow estimates & sources of finance. 50



The cash flow estimates will help to decide the disbursal of the term loan. The estimate of profitability & the breakeven point will enable the banker to draw up the repayment programmed, start-up time etc. The profitability estimates will also give the estimate of the Debt Service Coverage which is the most important single factor in all the term credit analysis. A study of the projected balance sheet of the concern is essential as it is necessary for the appraisal of a term loan to ensure that the implementation of the proposed scheme.



FOR A BANK, WHAT IS RISK?



Risk is inability or unwillingness of borrower-customer or counter-party to meet their repayment obligations/ honor their commitments, as per the stipulated terms.



LENDER’ TASK



Identify the risk factors, and Mitigate the risk



INDIAN SCENARIO:



In Indian banks, there was no systematic method of Credit Risk Assessment till late 1980’s/ early 1990’s.



Health Code System (1985) / IRAC norms (1993) are Asset (loan) classification systems, not CRA systems.



RBI came out with its guidelines on Risk Management Systems in Banks in 1999 & Guidance Note on Management of Credit in October, 2002.
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LOAN POLICY – AN INTRODUCTION







Loan Policy is aimed at accomplishing its mission of retaining the bank’s position as a Premier Financial Services Group, with World class standards & significant global business, committed to excellence in customer, shareholder & employee satisfaction & to play a leading role in the expanding & diversifying financial services sector, while continuing emphasis on its role.







The Loan Policy of the any bank has successfully withstood the test of time and within-built flexibilities, has been able to meet the challenges in the market place. The policy exits & operates at both formal & informal levels. The formal policy is well documented in the form of circular instructions, periodic guidelines & codified instructions, apart from the Book of Instructions, where procedural aspects are highlighted.







The policy, at the holistic level, is an embodiment of the Bank’s approach to sanctioning, managing & monitoring credit risk & aims at making the systems & controls effective.







The Loan Policy also aims at striking a balance between underwriting assets of high quality, and customer oriented selling.







The Central Board of the Bank is the apex authority in formulating all matters of policy in the bank. The Board has permitted setting up of the Credit Policy & Procedures Committee (CPPC) at the Corporate Centre of the Bank of which the Top Management are members, to deal with issues relating to credit policy & procedures on a Bank-wide basis. The CPPC sets broad policies for managing credit risk including industrial rehabilitation, sets parameters for credit portfolio in terms of exposure limits, reviews credit appraisal systems, approves policies for compromises, write offs, etc. & general management of NPAs besides dealing with the issues relating to Delegation of Powers.
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REQUIREMENT OF DOCUMENTS FOR PROCESS OF LOAN



1. Application for requirement of loan



2. Copy of Memorandum & Article of Association



3. Copy of incorporation of business



4. Copy of commencement of business



5. Copy of resolution regarding the requirement of credit facilities



6. Brief history of company, its customers & supplies, previous track records, orders in hand. Also provide some information about the directors of the company



7. Financial statements of last 3 years including the provisional financial statement for the year 2007-08



8. Copy of PAN/TAN number of company



9. Copy of last Electricity bill of company



10. Copy of GST/CST number



11. Copy of Excise number



12. Photo I.D. of all the directors 53



13. Address proof of all the directors



14. Copies related to the property such as 7/12 & 8A utara, lease/ sales deed, 2R permission, Allotment letter, Possession



15. Bio-data form of all the directors duly filled & notarized



16. Financial statements of associate concern for the last 3 years
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1. Filling and Filing of Application Form The very first thing client supposed to do while looking for a home loan is that of filling and submitting the application form. It may witness a difference in the format of the application form from bank to bank but more than 80 percent information that they want to share remains the same. The application form basically wants to give away client professional and personal information, the details of the property (in case you have finalized it), the estimated cost and assets and liability details. 2. Documentation Along with the application form are also required to present a few documents. These documents are Identity proof Address proof Income proof Proof of educational qualifications Age proof Employment details Bank statements Details about the property 3. Processing Fee While submitting the home loan application form it will also be charged with a processing fee that varies for different banks and financial institutions. However, processing fee usually ranges from 0.25 percent to 0.50 percent of the total loan amount. Negotiation on processing fee with the banks may end up in reduced or minimized rate of processing fee by the bank. This fee is charged by banks for providing with services like maintenance of post dated cheques, sending of Income Tax certificates each year etc. 4. Evaluation of Application and Personal Discussion Once the application is filed, the firm analyzes application and then meets up with client for a personal discussion. The evaluation process takes a time of maximum one day or two. It is advised that when firm are called for a discussion client should carry all the originals of the documents that they have submitted as they may be called for verification. It is important for provide the bank with accurate information especially financial details as banks sanction loans only when they are satisfied with credentials.
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5. Investigations All banks validate the information provided by client by conducting checks on the residential or official address. The representatives of the banks will visit client residence or place of work in order to verify client address and employer credentials. Client telephone lines of work and home are also verified. Is advisable when the investigation or validation process begins try to be available at client home or work place in order to provide with the details they are looking for. 6. Sanction of Loan and Credit Appraisal If the bank gets convinced with client credentials and the validation process it gives a green signal and sanctions the loan amount in client name. If not then application for loan process gets rejected here. credit worthiness is calculated by bank on the basis of client income, age, employer or firm with whom client work or in case if client are self-employed then nature of work, bank statements and CIBIL report and then plans out the maximum loan amount that they can offer. they are then issued a sanction letter by the bank which may be a letter that does not have any terms or conditions or it may put forth certain terms and conditions that to fulfill before loan gets disbursed. 7. Loan Offer Letter The loan offer letter that will receive thereafter would comprise of the following      



Loan amount Tenure of the loan Rate of Interest Nature of rate of interest that is whether fixed or variable rate of interest linked to a reference rate. General and special (if any) terms and conditions of the loan. Mode of repayment



Once client agree to the above mentioned details they will sign in the acceptance copy that would be kept with the bank for their record. It is also advisable to negotiate with the bank on the rate of interest. With the fierce competition and race for meeting periodic targets, banks vie against each other and this may work in client favor.
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8. Property and Paper Work The legal side of the contract will now come to action. The property becomes the cynosure of bank’s eyes. Once they are through with the selection part of your property, banks ask for original documents of property to be handed over to them. These documents for a part of banks custody and would serve as security for the bank till the time repay home loan. All the documents provided by client would undergo a scrutiny that would be conducted by the lawyer of the bank. This legal check is done in order to verify the authenticity and validity of the documents presented by client. 9. Validation and Valuation of Property Banks visit the site of property before they give a go ahead to the loan client has applied for. An expert representing the bank goes out to the site of property to conduct validation and valuation checks. The process of verification of site is done in order to know the followingWhen the property is under construction –      



Quality of construction Checks on layout of flats and the area of property to ensure that it is within permissions granted by the governing authority. In order to ensure that the stage of construction is the same as that mentioned in the payment notice given to you by the builder. To ensure that the work-in-progress is satisfactory. To evaluate the property in relation to other deals in the surrounding areas. To ensure that the builder has the requisite certificates to start construction at the site.



When the property is ready for sale or in case of resale –     



  



To calculate the age of the building. Checks on quality of construction. Development of the surrounding area. Check on the maintenance of building both internally and externally. To know whether the building will last the loan tenure. You loan eligibility depends on this by a great deal. The loan tenure will be restricted to the maximum age of the property as decided by the bank's engineer and your loan eligibility would bear its impact. To know if there is any existing lien or mortgage on the property. To ensure if the builder has received the requisite certificates for handing over possession of the flat. To evaluate the property in relation to other deals in the surrounding areas. 57



Thus, validation and valuation of property forms a vital part of checks and scrutinizes that are made by banks as substantial amount is involved when it comes to home loan. There are banks who are willing to do the valuation and validation of property before the sanction is made as this would help client save a good deal of time in the event when loans get rejected due to flaws that are raised in this step. This also help to save on the fees that client ought to pay to banks in order to obtain the sanction.



11. Registration and Signing of Loan Agreement This is done by bank. 12. Disbursement of Home Loan Once the loan agreements have been executed, the disbursement of loan comes in to play.
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Given the importance of the personal discussion, it is worth understanding the objectives of the meeting so that well-prepared. To accurately assess income: while income statements for the previous year’s disclose income, the lender would like to know if there are any other streams of income that you have that can be used to service the loan. These could include deposits or other instruments maturing, a property that you may be selling in the near future or any other income that is not reflected in your financial statements. To estimate worth: The lender will ask your questions regarding your assets and your plans with regards to each one of them. This is to estimate whether you have the ability to repay the loan even if there is some stress with regards to your regular income. To understand business: self-employed customers have incomes that fluctuate. The lender will like to understand your business, its seasonality and your ability to manage any resultant stress. Based on this, he will form a view regarding your ability to consistently repay your monthly installments. To ascertain expenses: Each one of us has different lifestyles and different levels of expenses. The lender will understand this and determine the installment that you would be comfortable repaying. Loans or other obligations: Any loans that you are currently repaying need to be taken cognizance of, so that your consolidated debt burden is reasonable. Future prospects: Finally, the lender will understand the future prospects of your business or employment situation. This will determine not only the appropriate loan amount but also whether the option of monthly installment can increase in the future.
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LITERATURE REVIEW



Eleanor Charles in his paper „Appraising the Role of the Appraiser’ Published: September 3, 1995, talked about the centralized function of the appraiser to grant the loan and virtually every loan applicant will have to rely on an appraisal to set a value on the property against which the loan is to be made. Mritunjay Kumar Pandey conducted a study on Financial Performance Appraisal of TISCO, the paper of which was published in Accounting World, September 2008, The ICFAI University Press. The Objectives of the study was to check the profitability and efficiency of the firm in the near future, to give brief summery about the ratios which affect the organization’s financial structure and to point out the relationship between ratios and reasons behind it. A research was conducted by Mr. V.M.V.Subba Rao, B.Com. FCA, DISA (ICA), MICA on “Monitoring of Advances -- A New Look”. The researcher gave two views on the commencement of monitoring process-(i)Narrow view- the monitoring starts only after the advance is disbursed, (ii)Broad view- at the time of conducting credit investigation of the borrower and continue in all other stages of credit cycle.



Machiko Nissanke, Ernest Aryeetey in their book: Financial Integration and Development explained about the loan administration and risk reduction by formal lenders (i.e. banks), Credit Analysis Standards, Increase Project equity requirements, Loan screening of banks and assessing creditworthiness during screening. Banks consider return on project as an important indicator for appraising the projects. According to Banking Strategy, Credit Appraisal and Lending Strategies by Author(s): Hrishikesh Article Section Pacific Business Review International 96 Bhattacharya“Analyses lending strategies, credit appraisal, risk analysis and lending decisions keeping in mind the broad framework of corporate banking strategy, and helps us understand better the vast and significant changes in the financial market.
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“Credit is inevitable in banking by Dr.RamJassYadav” Credit risk basically means the risk of default made by a customer owing to non repayment of the credit that he had obtained from the bank. Thus a proper evaluation of the customer that measures the financial condition and ability of the customer to repay the loan taken from bank. Credit appraisal, primarily is a process of collecting information related to the customer and thus assessing the risk involved for the bank by checking the technical, financial &economical viability of the project. “Credit Risk Assessment Model by Nancy Arora” Credit Risk is a risk that is related to non- repayment of the credit that was obtained by the customer from the banks. Thus assessing the credibility of the customer in order to mitigate the risk is quite important. Proper evaluation of the customer is required that would assess the financial position of the customer to repay the loan amount in future. Credit Appraisal is the process to ascertain the risks associated with the extension of the credit facility. It is generally carried out by financial institutions who are involved in providing financial funding to its customers.



“Credit Policy& Credit Appraisal of Banks by SathyaVarathan , PriyaKalyanasundaram and S.Tamilenthi” Credit Appraisal is a holistic exercise that starts from the time when a prospective borrower walks in culminates in credit delivery and monitoring with the objective of ensuring and maintains the quality of lending and managing credit risk within acceptable limits. Credit Appraisal determines whether to accept the proposal or not. A research work on the topic “On the appraisal on consumer credit banking products with the asset quality frame: A multiple criteria application.” done by PanagiotisXidonas,Alexandros Flamos, Sortirios Koussouris, Dimitrious Askouins & Ioannis Psarras from National Technical University of Athens in 2007 says that Asset quality refers to thelikelihood that the bank's earning as sets will continue to perform and requires both aqualitative and quantitative assessment.



The book named “Financial Analysis for Bank Lending in Liberalized Economy” by Sampat.P.Singh and Dr.S.Singh have discussed the subject financial analysis for bank lending has assumed considerable importance, particularly since early 1990's when, like most of the countries, India opted for the policy of liberalization and globalization after 1991
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CASE STUDY



PERSONAL DISCUSSION SHEET



NAME OF THE APPLICANT:



ABC ltd.



INTERVIEWED BY:



Amar Doshi, Parthiv Pathak



PERSON MET:



Mr. A, 50% partner



DATE OF VISIT:



17-06-2016



LOAN AMOUNT REQUEST:



Rs 90 Lacks



PLACE OF INTERVIEW:



B/G -12/a Sardar Patel Complex, Nr SBI, Ankleshwar



PERSONAL DETAILS FAMILY BACKGROUND Name



Relation



Age



Education



Occupation



A



Self



42



Graduate



Business



B



Spouse



40



Graduate



Housewife



C



Mother



75



SSC



Housewife



NO OF DEPENDENTS



02



GENERAL LIFESTYLE



Higher Middle Class



OTHER REMARKS



None
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PLACE OF RESIDENCE/OFFICE CURRENT ADDRESS DETAILS:



OWNERSHIP OWNERS COLLATERAL TYPE



AND



NAME



DESCRIPTION



OFFICE PREMISES DETAILS OWNERSHIP OWNERS



AND



NAME



A 98, Shreerang Township, Nr Narmada College, Zadeshwar Chokdi, Bharuch OF Self owned and A12, Aditya nagar, Ghadkhol, Ankleshwer, Vacant residential B/G -12/A Sardar Patel Complex, Nr SBI, Ankleshwer A15, Harsh Park, GIDC Ankleshwer, godown Self owned office at B/G -12/A Sardar Patel Complex, Nr SBI, Ankleshwer OF Self Owned



SELF EMPLOYED NAME OF BUSINESS NATURE OF BUSINESS ENTITY



ABC ltd. PARTNERSHIP A 50% C 50% A / Since last 12 years



Key Manager to the business No of years in business Employment Type of Business



Trading of Air circuit breakers, cable junction box, compact fluorescent lamps, data communication cables, empty enclosures with gland plates, ems software, Plugs, sockets, mccbs, insulated plugs, energy analyzer, insulated sockets, power controls, trade and supply of apfc relay, limit.
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BUSINESS DETAILS Applicant is engaged in business of trading of Air circuit breakers, cable junction box, compact fluorescent lamps, data communication cables, empty enclosures with gland plates, ems software, Plugs, sockets, mccbs, insulated plugs, energy Analyzer, insulated sockets, power controls, trade and supply of apfc relay, limit. He started business in 2004 in Ankleshwer. Now they have 3 firms M/s ABC Electricals Ankleshwer, ABC Corporation, Dahej where he is 50% partner, ABC Engineers, Vadodara where he is 50% partner. The business is mainly divided into 2 parts Trading of electrical equipments and Customized Solution of Electrical Equipments They are preferred by their customers because of their Quality, Price, and Support. MAIN CLIENTS EMPLOYEE No employees BUSINESS DATA



of



GSFC, Adani Group, Godrej, ONGC, Birla 15 Total Salaries per month: Rs 2 lacks Annual Sales Rs 900 Lacks



Overall costs



90%



Major cost heads



Cost of goods, salary



Gross margin %



14%



Net Margin %



NPBDIT: 10%



Debtors cycle



60 Days



Creditors cycle



27 Days



Capital invested



Rs 300 lacks



Loan funds incl CC limit



as stated below



Stock maintained



Rs 350 lacks



Business bank accounts



Banking with HDFC Bank
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CO- APPLICANT’S INCOME: Same as applicants. Both are equal partner in firm OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME: Applicant is also partner in following firms ABC Electrical Corporation, Dahej where he is 50% partner, ABC Engineers, Vadodara where he is 50% partner. ASSETS AND INVESTMENTS LIP / MEDICLAIM



Rs 4.5 lacks



SHARE/MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS



Nil



CARS/TW OWNED



3 Cars, i20, Xylo, Swift



OTHER PROPERTY’S OWNED



Godown at Dahej, Godown at Ankleshwer, Godown at Vadodara



OTHER ASSETS like FD,PPF etc



Rs 15 lacks



OTHER LIABILITIES INCLUDING CC LIMITS (OWN/CO APPLICANTS) FROM



NATURE OF LOAN /



O/S



EMI



Account No.



Continue



HDFC Bank



OD Limit 70 lacks



70 lacks



NA



HDFC Bank



AL of Rs 06 lacks Vipul Desai



16 EMI



12930/-



HDFC Bank



AL of Rs 6.5 lacks Mrs. Ranna



35 EMI



14135/-



Bajaj Finserve



Will close/



BL of Rs 15 lacks 24 EMI



Other loans from TCHFL and TCFSL
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13 EMI



76117-



Close



Continue



Continue



Close



BUDGET ANALYSIS S.NO 1



PARTICULARS



AMOUNT



Total Monthly Net Income per month



Rs 6.5 lacks



2



Overall Family expenses per month,



Rs 1 lacks



3



PL / Auto Loan EMI



Rs 1 lacks



4



TATA Loan EMI



Rs 2.28 lacks



Total Monthly Expenses per month



Rs 4.28 lacks



NET SURPLUS



Rs 2.82 lacks



AFFORDABLE EMI



Rs 2.00 Lacks additional



END USE OF FUNDS: Takeover of CC from HDFC Bank and closure of BL from Bajaj COMMENTS OF THE INTERVIEWER: Inputs on 1) Business: Excellent business 2) Cash flows: Regular Cash Flow 3) Overall Positives/Negatives: Positive ACCEPT/REJECT: Accept SIGNATURE/ NAME: Amar Doshi 18-06-2016 IEP Name of Applicant: M/s ABC Name of Co-applicant: Mr. A(50% Partner, Managing Partner) Name of concerns: M/s ABC Office Address: B/G -12/a Sardar Patel Complex, Nr SBI, Ankleshwer Structure of loan: The applicant has applied for loan of Rs. 90 lacs No. of visit: This is the first visit to the applicant office Person met: Mr. A 66



The following data and explanation are based on the information provided to us during the course of visit. Applicant is engaged in business of trading of Air circuit breakers, cable junction box, compact fluorescent lamps, data communication cables, empty enclosures with gland plates, ems software, Plugs, sockets, mccbs, insulated plugs, energy analyzer, insulated sockets, power controls, trade and supply of apfc relay, limit. He started business in 2004 in Ankleshwer. Now they have 3 firms M/s ABC Ankleshwer, ABC Electrical Corporation, Dahej where he is 50% partner, ABC Engineers, Vadodara where he is 50% partner. The business is mainly divided into 2 parts. Trading of electrical equipments and Customized Solution of Electrical Equipments. They are preferred by their customers because of their Quality, Price, and Support. Observations noted/provided during personal discussion at the time of visit: As per the information provided, the applicant does maintain regular books of accounts but do not show 100 incomes. Sales: Applicant says his actual sale for FY 15-16 was Rs 9 Cr. However he did not have any record for cash sales. He says his cash sales is around Rs 40 lacks pa. We checked banking of the applicant and unaudited sales figures. Banking of last 6 months showed deposit of Rs 4 Cr and considering the same we have considered annual sale as Rs 8 Cr. Sale is considered as 8 Cr Cost of Goods sold: Applicant has average gross margin of 10%, the same is shown in the books of accounts. Trade Discount is reduced from cost of goods sold. We too have considered COGS as 90%. Cost of Goods sold is considered as 90%. Partners Remuneration and interest to partners are considered as nil as they are applicant to loan and Indirect Expenses is considered as per books.



Assets: Building which is owned by company is worth Rs 26 Crore. Applicant has 2 bungalows each valuing Rs 6 Cr each.
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End Use: Takeover of CC from HDFC Bank and closure of BL from Bajaj. Security Offered Equitable mortgage of A12, Aditya nagar, Ghadkhol, Ankleshwer, Vacant residential B/G -12/A Sardar Patel Complex, Nr SBI, Ankleshwer Self occupied shop A15, Harsh Park, GIDC Ankleshwer, godown NOTE: An attempt has been made to prepare a profit & loss a/c for the year 2015-16 as per the information collected during the personal discussion at time of visit. The same is attached here with. Disclaimer: The Confidential IEP Report has been prepared, as per specific request of the TCHFL. The report has been drawn on the basis of information, explanation, and financial papers/documents provided to us and also subject to personal discussions undertaken with the Applicant. Estimated profit & loss account and Balance Sheet annexed to the report merely provide data for the decision making of the TCHFL, without any corresponding liabilities on our part. We have conducted reasonable due diligence while estimating the financial state of affairs of the Applicant/s, however, we do not guarantee or certify the financial affairs of the applicant/s and that estimates are solely for the consumption of TCHFL and not intended for any kind of solicitation, neither we provide any assurance or guarantee.
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TRADING AND PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT ABC For the year F.Y. 2015-16



Particulars



As shown for Estimated year 14-15



Particulars



COGS



6,79,81,924



7,20,00,000



Sales



Depreciation 3,03,923



3,03,923



Other income



Finance cost 28,78,661



28,78,661



Interest to 4,57,542 partner Salary to 7,58,659 partner Other 18,74,922 expense Net profit 3,55,773



-



7,46,11,404 Assumptions:-



8,01,10,191



As shown Estimated for year 1415 7,45,01,213 8,00,00,000 1,10,191



1,10,191



7,46,11,404



8,01,10,191



18,74,922 30,52,685



Sale is considered as 8 Cr Cost of Goods sold is considered as 90% Partners Remuneration and interest to partners are considered as nil as they are applicant to loan and Indirect Expenses is considered as per books.
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BALANCE SHEET ABC As at 31.3.2016 Particulars



As shown Estimated for year 1415



Particulars



As shown Estimated for year 1415



Capital



47,31,290



47,31,290



Fixed Assets



26,24,080



26,24,080



Secured Loans



1,51,03,257



1,51,03,257



Investments



-



-



Unsecured Loans



1,36,500



1,36,500



Current Assets



4,54,26,689



4,54,26,689



Current Liabilities



2,80,79,722



2,80,79,722



Total



4,80,50,769



4,80,50,769



Total



4,80,50,769



4,80,50,769



Current Ratio (CR) of 1.33 will generally be considered as a benchmark level of liquidity. However the approach has to be flexible. CR of 1.33 is only indicative & may not be deemed mandatory. In cases where the CR is projected at a lower than the benchmark or a slippage in the CR is proposed, it alone will not be a reason for rejection for the loan proposal or for the sanction of the loan at a lower level. In such cases, the reason for low CR or slippage should be carefully examined & in deserving cases the CR as projected may be accepted. In cases where projected CR is found acceptable, working capital finance as requested may be sanctioned. In specific cases where warranted, such sanction can be with the condition that the borrower should bring in additional long-term funds to a specific extent by a given future date. Where it is felt that the projected CR is not acceptable but the borrower deserves assistance subject to certain conditions, suitable written commitment should be obtained from the borrower to the effect that he would be bringing in required amounts within a mutually agreed time frame.
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LIMITATIONS



Due to the constraint limited study on the project has been done. Access to data ( credit appraisal data in details is not available) As the credit appraisal is one of the crucial areas for any bank, some of the technicalities are not revealed which may cause destruction to the information.
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FINDINGS / CONCLUSION



Credit appraisal is a process of appraising the credit worthiness of loan applicants. The fund of depositor’s i.e. general public are mobilized by means of such advances / investments. Thus it is extremely important for lender to assess the risk associated with credit, thereby ensure the security for fund deposited by depositors. ✔ In case of retail lending bank strictly follow it’s circular and fulfils all requirement of necessary documents required for different types of loan so that bank do not suffer any types of loss. ✔ it is very much particular about CIBIL report of borrowers in case of each type of lending. ✔ lending process in case of retail loan is very much fast after compiling with all the criteria of bank. ✔ In case of project financing bank follow lengthy norms to check the feasibility of the project such as:I. Firstly personal appraisal of promoter is done by the bank to ensure that promoters are experienced in the line of business and capable to implement and run the project efficiently. II. Secondly detail study about the technical aspect is done to find the technical soundness of project such as proper scrutiny of financial reports done, valuation of property by government approved valuer is done and view regarding each and every area of project is done under technical analysis. III.A detail study relating financial viability of project is done by detail study of cash flow, fund flow statements and by calculating import ratio which is very much necessary for project appraisal such as DSCR, DER etc. the main purpose of financial appraisal is insure that project will en sure sufficient surplus to repay the installment and interest. IV. Risk analysis is done by bank to determine the risk associated with the project. V. It is on basis of credit risk level, a collateral security to be given by borrower is determined.
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